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Earth System Models vs

Climate models

• The earliest ‘climate system’ models only solved for 

the atmosphere, with a ‘bath’ for the ocean and a 

‘green slime’ for the land and a ‘slab’for the ice.

• Modern ‘Earth system’models are fully interactive 

(land-ocean-atmosphere-cryosphere) and take 

into consideration the carbon cycle  (ie biology) 

as well as human activities



Processes have characteristic scales in space 
and time2



Models within models

• Regional– scale climate systems models are 

only realistic for about a week

– Ocean and big-scale air movements change after 

this time

– Global models need to provide the regional models 

with ‘boundary conditions’

• Local (city) scale models are only realistic for a 

few hours or days

– The atmosphere and soil moiture change in this 

timeframe

– Regional-scale models, nested within global models, 

are needed to provide the boundary conditions
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Three approaches to downscaling

Stretched grid
Big grid far away, fine 
grid where you need 
detail 

Statistical
Builds relationships 
between global variables 
and local variables

May be patchy

Nested models
Local within regional within 
global

Computationally intensive, 
may be unstable

Global ~ 100 km

Regional ~ 20 km

Local ~ 5 km



Climate models vs climate impact models

For purposes of adaptation, you seldom care about the 

climate variables themselves. You care about how they 

affect the water supply, the growth of crops, human health 

etc. This translation is provided by climate impact models
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Climate model
temperature, 
precipitation, 
wind, clouds

Crop model
yields

Hydrological 
model
runoff

Disease model
morbidity

Business model
Profit, loss, CAPEX, 
clients, services…

Increasing uncertainty



The veil of uncertainty
• The climate system is non-linear and complex. Error in the initial conditions means that solutions 

rapidly diverge: ‘fundamental indeterminacy’

• Human responses are widely considered to reflect ‘free will’ and are therefore not deterministic

• For these reasons climate ‘predictions’ further than ~ 1 year are called ‘projections’ and 

‘scenarios’
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Penetrating the veil

• Go to a larger scale in space or time and 

deterministic patterns will emerge

– ‘weather’ is the state of the atmosphere at a specific 
place and time

– ‘Climate’ is the statistically expected value of 
weather variables, usually over a bigger area and 
longer time.

• Run an ‘ensemble’ of models, with slightly 

different but plausible assumptions, and take the 

average (same principle as ‘portfolio’ investment)
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‘Seasonal’ projections

• Refer to periods > 2 weeks but < 2 years

• Critical for near-term adaptation: water rationing, 

food security, medical planning

• They were previously purely statistical correlations, 

and lost their powere when the underlying pattern 

shifted

• Now they are more mechanistic, relaying on the 

multi-month ‘memory’ of heat in the ocean
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If we want quantitative information about the future, we must use 
models.

All models are wrong to some degree, but some models are useful.

Fundamental uncertainty is a reality of complex systems, but the 
information from complex system models can nevertheless be 
useful

Summary


